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The prior Assembly instructed Virginia's congressional delegation to vote against renewing 
the charter of the Bank of the United States; when that renewal reached the U.S. Senate, 
both of the state's senators – William Branch Giles and Richard Brent – voted in favor of 
extending the charter contrary to those instructions. John Tyler Jr., son of the recently retired 
governor and future U.S. president, had proposed brief resolution censuring Giles & Branch 
(1812.018); Benjamin Watkins Leigh offered a lengthy legal brief in support of the right of 
state legislatures to instruct their state's congressional delegation as a substitute (1812.019), 
leading Charles Fenton Mercer to offer an even longer substitute (1812.020); n the end, the 
Assembly forged this declaration from the two proposed substitutes, so turning Tyler's 
simple censure into a statement on constitutional law and principles. 
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